
article is to help board members understand Industry 4.0 and its 
potential to create value for their organizations, while providing 
considerations for oversight. 

What Is “Industry 4.0”?
The word “industry” and the term “industrial revolution” conjure up 
images of plants, machinery, and equipment. While these and other 
hard assets remain critical components of our economy, we are 
experiencing a new industrial revolution in which our economy is 
increasingly comprised of both physical technologies, such as sensors, 
robotics, 3-D printing, and wearables; and digital technologies, such  

Introduction
The integration of digital and physical technologies is accelerating, 
enhancing companies’ ability to increase operational excellence 
and grow in ways that may not have been possible just a couple of 
years ago. This phenomenon, known as Industry 4.0, suggests a new 
revolution that enables smart, connected technologies to transform 
organizations, operations, and the workforce by increasing information 

the form of forward-leaning perspectives to help the organization 
build and maintain competitive advantages in the face of 
increasingly rapid technological change. The purpose of this 
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It is this marriage of physical and digital technologies that we refer 
to as “Industry 4.0”. Industry 4.0 has its roots in manufacturing 
and supply chain, but it extends well beyond those areas and has 

where it can enable organizations to reach new customers and 

board members in every industry need to be aware of Industry 
4.0 and consider its implications for their organizations’ strategies, 
operations, and otherwise. 

Not your grandparents’ industrial revolutions?
Industry 4.0 bears some resemblance to previous industrial 

on the means of production, but also on the economy and society 
at large; it appears to be advancing very quickly; and it can be both 
nebulous and disconcerting. 

our ancestors’ industrial revolutions, in that it may create a more 
permanent state of exponential change, including ongoing disruption 

Pluses and minuses
On the plus side, Industry 4.0 can facilitate the creation of digital 
enterprises that are interconnected and capable of more holistic, 
better informed decision making. It also can facilitate greater 
responsiveness and customization by collecting data from physical 
systems and analyzing and using those data to drive intelligent 
action in the physical world. 

On the other hand, the technologies that comprise Industry 4.0 can 

ever-faster responses and fully-connected organizations can be 
more vulnerable to cyber threats. 

How it works 
While the technologies that power Industry 4.0 can seem impossibly 
complex, the process by which it works is really quite simple. 

information, and the ability to integrate digital information from 

where data from one process informs the next.

information about actions taking place in the physical world. That 
information is then analyzed and used to drive new actions. This 

technologies, including analytics, additive manufacturing, robotics, high-

and cognitive technologies, advanced materials, and augmented reality.5 

 •
create a digital record from physical data

 •

 •  Digital to physical—the essence of Industry 4.0

and change in the physical world

and the digital-to-digital, in the form of analytics—in place. However, it is 
the third stage—acting upon those digital insights back in the physical 
world—that can unlock the boundless possibilities of Industry 4.0. 
Indeed, it is the completion and continuation of this ongoing loop that 

the rapidly changing conditions around them; to make more informed 
decisions; and to better predict and respond to future scenarios.
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Figure 1. The physical-digital-physical loop and the 
technologies used

Industry 4.0 in action

An apparel and accessories company looked for ways to 
address growing manufacturing and retail challenges, such 
as rapid shifts in demand and global fragmentation of 
production. They did so by building smart factories in two pilot 
locations in Europe and North America. Located close to the 
point of customer demand, the new smart factories are more 
responsive and adaptable to new trends, and allow products to 
reach customers faster than would be possible with traditional 
factories—an estimation of less than a week, rather than up 
to three months. The facilities leverage multiple digital and 
physical technologies, including a digital twin1, digital design2, 
additive manufacturing3, and autonomous robots.4 The 
company plans to use these smart factories as pilots, applying 
lessons learned to future facilities in new geographies. 

For more information, see The smart factory: Responsive, 
adaptive, connected manufacturing. 
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1. Industry 4.0 and the digital twin: Manufacturing meets its match
3D opportunity and the digital thread

3. Deloitte Insights has published a broad series of perspectives on additive manufacturing in its 3D opportunity 
html?icid=left_3d-opportunity.

4. Robots uncaged
5. Deloitte Insights has published detailed analyses on a number of these technologies; see www.dupress.deloitte.com.
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The smart factory: Responsive, adaptive,
connected manufacturing
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https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/industry-4-0/smart-factory-connected-manufacturing.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/industry-4-0/smart-factory-connected-manufacturing.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/industry-4-0/smart-factory-connected-manufacturing.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/industry-4-0/smart-factory-connected-manufacturing.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en.html
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Opportunities and strategic considerations
The integration of physical and digital technologies has the possibility 
to open new doors and generate new opportunities for companies. 
The ability to combine data and learnings in new ways and make 
better, more informed decisions at a faster rate, can provide distinct 
advantages for those companies that are able to harness the power of 

 • New products and services may be created with the combination 
of technologies like sensors, wearables, analytics, machine 
learning, and advanced manufacturing techniques. The use of 
insights generated through the feedback loop can also allow for 
improved designs of current products and services.6 In some 
cases, new business models may be created as companies amass 
data and are able to move into adjacent markets, markets that may 
not have been economically feasible before, such as small business 

in addition to their physical products.

 • Improved productivity of supply chains, assets, and labor is 

from data in real time can reduce asset idling and maximize 

manage supply chains and material costs by reducing the 
potential for waste and making scheduling more reliable. Labor 

frees workers for additional or new tasks. 

 • Increased understanding of customer needs and a stronger 
connection with the customer are by-products of Industry 4.0. 
Intelligent products and services gather information that can be 
added back into the feedback loop to enrich understanding of 

and customized marketing may encourage deeper loyalty and 
provide opportunities for follow-on sales.7

 • Opportunities to develop the workforce of the future are likely 
to arise as demands for talent with new skills are created by Industry 
4.0. The integration of physical and digital technologies creates new 
types of jobs but also provides the opportunity to enhance existing 
jobs and make tasks easier.8 Training will inevitably be needed to 

incorporate new technologies into tasks. 

 • Risk reduction is perhaps one of the most important 
opportunities presented through Industry 4.0. Gleaning insights 
from formerly disparate sources of data earlier and faster could 
provide opportunities to mitigate weaknesses in the supply chain, 
better evaluate vendors or manage material costs, or better 
analyze and secure transaction data. 

However, with opportunity comes risk. When exercising oversight 
responsibilities, board members should consider the following 
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Industry 4.0 in action

As part of their goal of constant improvement, Formula 
One teams deeply leverage a broad variety of advanced 
manufacturing techniques, from additive manufacturing9 to 
the digital thread10—some of which haven’t yet rippled out to 
mainstream manufacturers. These technologies, in turn, change 
how the race teams must operate as a company. Thus, Formula 
One race teams are already leveraging Industry 4.0 technologies 
and evolving their products, supply chains, and manufacturing 
operations in ways that mainstream manufacturers may see 
several years down the line. Maclaren Racing has full traceability 
of every part they make or buy, and runs as many as 50,000 
simulations of data for every driver, team and past event they can 
gather prior to a race. Maclaren also runs sophisticated models of 
their race cars, known as digital twins.11 These digital twins enable 
the company to test a broad range of parameters to see how 
the vehicle may react, and run driver simulations. Further, the 
Maclaren Racing Team also uses connected digital and physical 
technologies to monitor the operation of the car, running data 
during practice sessions to gather real-time information that 
enables continuous design improvements and learning that can 
be fed back into future iterations of the machine. 

For more information, see Racing the future of production: A 
conversation with Simon Roberts.

 •
and not enough on investing in a longer-term, more strategic vision 
that responds to competitive disruption.

 • Silos or a lack of coordination within the organization, particularly if 
it is multi-national, may inhibit the ability to embrace the power of 
Industry 4.0 and act on insights. 

 • If the organization examined the gaps between its existing 
capabilities and strategic objectives to determine where targeted 
investments should be made.

 •
and continuous learning initiatives to counter trepidation in the 
workforce associated with new technology integration. Boards 
may also consider if the skill sets of senior leadership support and 
enable adoption of Industry 4.0 technologies in their organizations. 

 • If the organization has implemented a secure, vigilant, and resilient 
cybersecurity strategy to mitigate the potential for cyber incidents 
or data spills associated with the digitization of business and 
accumulation of sensitive data. Fully-connected organizations can 
be at a greater risk from cyber threats and the consequences of an 
attack could be far more extensive.13
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6. Forces of change: Industry 4.0,
7. Forces of change: Industry 4.0,
8. Forces of change: Industry 4.0,
9. Deloitte Insights has published a broad series of perspectives on additive manufacturing in its 3D opportunity

html?icid=left_3d-opportunity.
10. 3D opportunity and the digital thread
11. Industry 4.0 and the digital twin: Manufacturing meets its match

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is here-are you ready?
13. Industry 4.0 and cybersecurity: Managing risk in an age of connected production,

Industry4-0_cybersecurity.pdf.
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https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/deloitte-review/issue-22/future-of-production-mclaren-formula-1-simon-roberts-interview.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/deloitte-review/issue-22/future-of-production-mclaren-formula-1-simon-roberts-interview.html
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https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/deloitte-review/issue-22/future-of-production-mclaren-formula-1-simon-roberts-interview.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/3749_Industry4-0_cybersecurity/DUP_Industry4-0_cybersecurity.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/3749_Industry4-0_cybersecurity/DUP_Industry4-0_cybersecurity.pdf
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Conclusion

and operations, suggests that directors need to understand Industry 
4.0 and provide oversight for the company’s ventures into it. To 

 •

organization’s business and how they could complement strategy.

 • Develop an awareness of how physical and digital technologies work 
together to drive value and translate decisions into the physical world.

 • Challenge management to assess digital maturity and understand 

consider engaging expert resources.

 • Encourage the organization to start small, proving the concept and 
building a business case for further investment that may unlock 
further success and drive exponential growth.

 • Help management achieve the right balance between short-term 

 •
failure is expected; encourage management to try new things while 
maintaining oversight.

 • Encourage iteration—technology is evolving fast and there is room 
to apply learning and integrate it into strategic decision-making.

 • Help the company recognize opportunities for innovation in  
its industry.

 • Challenge management on where to invest in new technologies 

tools to help improve processes and reduce risk, connecting 
supply chains, and creating new ecosystems.

 •
shortages and cyber threats.

For more information about Industry 4.0 go to Forces of change: 
Industry 4.0.
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opportunities in multiple industries beyond 

technologies can lower barriers to entry for smaller-scale 

serve new customers—both in new populations and new 
geographies. Further, Industry 4.0-driven capabilities 

institutions to better tailor interactions and services to 

Questions for the board to consider:

1. What physical and digital technologies does the company 
use? Are these technologies working together?

2. To the extent that our physical and digital technologies 
are not working together well or optimally, what remedial 
actions are we taking or considering?

3. What impacts can we expect from the integration of 
our physical and digital technologies on our strategy, 
operations, workforce, customers, supply chains, etc.? 
How are we planning to deal with these impacts?

4. How are we addressing risks associated with Industry 
4.0, such as cyber threats and algorithmic risk?

5. Are we considering new, developing technologies and 
how they might impact our business?

6. Are we moving at the proper speed, or have we 
committed to spending more money before we have 
“proof of concept”?

7. How are we planning for the possible failure of a new 
technology or our use of it?

8. Do we have a handle on changing talent needs as we 
move further down the path of Industry 4.0?

9. Where are we vis-à-vis our competitors in our integration 
of physical and digital technology?

and the changes it is likely to make going forward?
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Forces of change: Industry 4.0
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Krista Parsons 
Managing Director

kparsons@deloitte.com
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This publication contains general information only and is not a substitute for professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any decision or action 

authors shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this communication.

 

throughout their tenure as board members. Whether an individual is aspiring to board participation or has extensive board experience, the Center’s programs enable 
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